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a b s t r a c t
Cloud computing customers currently host all of their application components at a single
cloud provider. Single-provider hosting eases maintenance tasks, but reduces resilience to
failures. Recent research (Li et al., 2010) also shows that providers’ offers differ greatly in
performance and price, and no single provider is the best in all service categories. In this
paper we investigate the beneﬁts of allocating components of a distributed application
on multiple public clouds (multi-cloud). We propose a resource allocation algorithm that
minimizes the overall cloud operation cost, while satisfying required service-level
agreements (SLAs). In spite of the additional delays for inter-cloud communication and
the additional costs for inter-cloud data transfer, our simulation study, using real cloud
performance and cost data, demonstrates that multi-cloud allocation outperforms singlecloud allocations in a variety of realistic scenarios.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cloud providers vie for customers by offering differentiated, reliable, specialized, unique, or cheaper services than
their competitors. The performance of generic services,
such as Web server hosting and computing, can vary
greatly between providers given the same price range [1].
Such an environment makes multi-cloud resource allocation
appealing. If providers differ greatly in their offers, hosting
components of a distributed application with different providers should lead to a better price/performance trade-off
than hosting them all at any single provider. In addition
to cost and performance considerations, single-provider
hosting lowers the reliability of an application in case of
a provider-wide outage [2]. Although providers try to guarantee 99.9% availability through vertical and horizontal
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computing resource scaling, scalability can also be a critical issue for a single-provider approach as the number of
applications and demands increase in the future. Furthermore, recent research shows that multi-cloud hosting has
lower latency, as seen by end-users, than single-cloud
hosting [3].
On the other hand, multi-cloud hosting adds communication delays and extra operational cost for inter-cloud
data transfer. Also, the multi-cloud approach adds more
complexity to application maintenance due to the lack of
standard application programming interfaces (APIs) for
application deployment on different clouds.
The main goal of this work is to evaluate performance
and cost of multi-cloud resource allocation, and to
compare these to the performance and cost of the singleprovider approach for a variety of realistic cloud use
scenarios. We do not assume anything about an end user’s
platform (e.g., ﬁxed vs. mobile), nor how a user’s application tasks are divided between their end platform and
the clouds. The end-user observed delay consists of the
time spent to perform tasks on one or more public clouds,
and the time to transfer the data between the user’s device
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and the clouds. Our study focuses on optimizing the ﬁrst
factor in this sum – the time spent to perform tasks on
one or more public clouds. This factor remains constant
for any end user’s platform, but the division of application
tasks between the user’s device and the cloud, as well as
delay requirements, may change. We investigate a wide
range of delay requirements in our work and show that
for many of them multi-cloud allocation outperforms most
of single-cloud allocations. Thus, we believe our results
apply to a wide range of end-user’s platforms. The delay
between end user and the cloud changes based on a cloud’s
location, thus some allocations that beneﬁt from multicloud allocation approach may not be acceptable to users
that are physically far away from one or more clouds. We
leave consideration of this second factor in end-user observed delay for our future work. Also, mobile users are
bandwidth-constrained and their applications may be distributed between their platform and the clouds in a way
that minimizes data transfer between the user’s device
and the cloud. We believe an application developer would
decide which application tasks are best performed on
clouds. Our algorithm can then be used to ﬁnd an optimal
allocation for this subset of tasks. Also, an end user may
have security requirements about which application components can be hosted on which public clouds. We leave
consideration of this to our future work.
While others have proposed hybrid or federated cloud
computing paradigms [4,5] and have evaluated the beneﬁts of private/public cloud allocations [6,7], ours is the ﬁrst
work that extensively evaluates the beneﬁts of application
allocation on multiple public clouds. A recent publication
[3] shows that multi-cloud allocation reduces the delay
as seen by the end user. That research focuses only on
Web service hosting and evaluates only the delay aspect
of resource allocation. We, on the other hand, focus on several popular types of cloud applications and evaluate both
the delay and the cost of multi-cloud and single-cloud
allocations.
Our contributions are:
1. We propose a novel cloud resource allocation
algorithm that determines the best allocation of
application components over multiple public cloud
providers, under a given performance constraint.
2. We show through extensive evaluation, which
relies on realistic benchmark data about cloud performance and price, as described in [1], that multicloud allocation outperforms single-cloud allocation in a variety of realistic cloud use scenarios.
We also investigate the cloud and application features that best bring out the beneﬁts of multi-cloud
resource allocation.
2. Related work
A hybrid or a federated cloud is composed of two or
more private, community, and/or public clouds which
work together to achieve the application objective, while
each cloud remains as a unique entity [8]. Typically, in a
hybrid cloud, the organization manages and uses in-house
computing resources as well as external cloud resources. A

multi-cloud is a speciﬁc form of the hybrid cloud where all
clouds are public clouds.
Migrating parts of the applications to a cloud has been
addressed in [9]. Also, [10] provides an approach to
dynamically split transactions in different data-centers.
However, [9,10] assume allocation on a single cloud provider. Publications [4,5] point out the potential scaling
problem of single-provider hosting as the number of users
and applications increase, and, thus, champion federation
among different cloud providers. These publications, however, focus only on reliability and do not evaluate the potential performance and cost-saving beneﬁts of federated
allocation.
Publications [11,12] similarly focus on overcoming inter-cloud interoperability, workload distribution, and inter-cloud policy issues of hybrid or federated cloud
hosting. Publications [7,13] considered the application of
the public/private clouds to improve the cost and response
time of applications. However, they only consider the use
of compute machines and private/public cloud allocation.
On the other hand, we consider more cloud services (compute, storage and DB resources) and allocation on multiple
public clouds. Also, we focus on the evaluation of performance and cost beneﬁts, and we provide a side-by-side
comparison between a single-cloud and multiple public
clouds approach.
A recent publication [3] shows that multi-cloud allocation reduces the delay as seen by the end user, but focuses
only on Web service hosting and delay beneﬁts. We, on the
other hand, investigate more cloud applications, and we
evaluate both the performance and the cost of each allocation scenario.
3. Multi-cloud resource allocation
While cloud providers try to differentiate themselves
from their competitors by offering some unique, specialized services and APIs, most clouds offer generic compute,
database (DB), and storage services and have a similar
price structure for them (i.e., some combination of ﬂat rate
and per usage cost). In [1], the authors benchmarked these
generic services over four popular cloud providers and had
two major ﬁndings:
1. No single provider offered the best performance in
all three service categories. For example, one provider offered very fast computing resources but
slower storage and no DB service. Another offered
fast DB service and fast binary large object (blob)
storage (for some blob sizes), but its compute
machines were much slower than its competitors’.
2. There was a large difference in price between providers for the same level of performance for a given
service.
If a cloud application needs resources from several of
these generic services, the differences in performance and
price across providers make a multi-cloud resource allocation an attractive choice. Depending on the exact resources
being allocated and the application workload, such
multi-cloud allocation has the potential to outperform
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single-cloud allocations, both in performance and in price.
However, multi-cloud allocation carries the additional
costs for inter-cloud data transfer and additional delays
for communication between clouds. In this paper, we
investigate the beneﬁts and costs of multi-cloud resource
allocation and identify cases in which it outperforms
single-cloud allocations.
3.1. Cloud performance and cost
In our evaluation, we use the results published in [1] for
Microsoft, Amazon and Google cloud providers to calculate
the performance and the cost of each resource allocation.
We obtained raw data from the authors of [1] and extracted detailed performance data for each service and
each provider. We anonymize provider names as A, B,
and C in random order. In [1], the authors benchmark compute, DB and storage services using a variety of microtasks. For compute services, they use the following sixteen
micro-tasks: Security (compression, AES encrypt/decrypt,
RSA encrypt/decrypt, sign/verify), Multimedia (mpeg encode/decode), CPU (Fast Fourier Transform, LU decomposition, Monte Carlo simulation, linear equation solving,
sparse matrix calculation, 3D rendering), I/O (read, write
and read after write, all for a 100 MB ﬁle from local disk),
and Memory (read/write for <2 MB chunk, read/write for
>10 MB memory chunk). For DB services, they measure
the time needed for a cloud to process a put, a get, and
a query operation. For blob storage, they measure the time
needed to upload or download a 1 KB and a 10 MB blob of
data. Each of the micro-tasks is measured multiple times
for a given cloud and a given class of resources (e.g., slower
vs. faster compute machines in the same cloud), and the
median and standard deviations for the measured values
are shown in [1]. In our calculations, we use only the median value to evaluate the performance since standard deviations are very small for all tasks.
Fig. 1 shows the performance and cost data for each micro-task, class of resources, and each cloud provider. Provider A has three classes of compute resources (A1–A3),
one type of DB service (A4), and one type of storage (A5).
Provider B has four classes of compute resources (B1–B4),
one type of DB service (B5), and one type of storage (B6).
Provider C has seven classes of compute resources (C1–
C7), no DB service, and one type of storage (C9). The time
to complete a micro-task is given in seconds, and the cost
is given in US dollars. Micro-tasks mem, io_1KB and
io_10MB are introduced by us for purposes of evaluating
different application deployment scenarios, as explained
in Section 4. The highlighted cells show the best performance (i.e., lowest completion time) for each micro-task.
3.2. Cloud applications and workloads
For our evaluation, we needed a set of typical cloud
applications. It is extremely difﬁcult to produce such a set.
First, clouds are used for a multitude of purposes today,
such as e-business, search, social networking, high-performance computing, distributed storage, and multimedia
streaming. Each of these classes has very different
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architecture and priorities with regard to minimizing task
completion time vs. minimizing cost of resource allocation.
Second, even within the same class of cloud applications
(e.g., e-business), the implementation of the application will
inﬂuence its resource needs for the optimal resource allocation. For example, one application may use compute machines to run both the front-end Web portal and the DB
service, while another application may need to use a combination of compute machines for front-end Web portal and a
cloud DB service. The ﬁrst scenario requires only compute
resources, and a single-provider allocation will always be
the best. The second scenario requires compute and DB resources, and for some SLA constraints, a multi-cloud allocation may outperform allocations on a single cloud.
Third, there is no set of cloud application implementations that is widely used. Usually, cloud applications are
developed in-house by stitching together popular implementations for each component (e.g., an Apache Web server and a MySQL database to create an e-business cloud
application).
Fourth, the exact performance of the application will
depend on its workload. For example, one e-business
may perform a query operation on a cloud DB ten times
more often than another, thus increasing its task completion time and resource cost.
All of these factors are too complex and varied, and we
could not produce an accurate model of ‘‘common cloud
applications and their tasks’’ in our study. Instead we aim
to deﬁne a realistic set of application workﬂows and use
them in our evaluation. We deﬁne a detailed workﬂow of
each application, expressing it as a set of transactions,
combined serially or in parallel. A transaction in turn consists of micro-tasks from [1], combined serially or in parallel. While a real cloud application may have a different
workﬂow than the one in our evaluation set, we believe
that the transactions we have deﬁned, along with their
composition of micro-tasks, are generic enough to ﬁt a
wide range of cloud applications in a given category, and
that differences between a real cloud application’s workﬂow and our representation would be small. In reality, an
application developer could either use a proﬁling tool, such
as CloudProphet [14], or his/her knowledge of the application source code to devise an appropriate workﬂow and
feed it into our resource allocation algorithm.
3.2.1. Application workﬂow
We represent a cloud application’s workﬂow as a sequence
of multiple transactions. Each transaction in turn consists of
micro-tasks from [1] executed in serial and/or parallel combinations. The transactions we consider in this paper are
shown in Fig. 2, and their descriptions are given below:
1. T1: Displaying a static or dynamic Web page to the user
– this includes just a memory read assuming that
the Web page is frequently used and is in memory
and not on disk.
2. T2: Searching for a product or some other information
and displaying it – this includes running a query
operation on a cloud DB, one or more get operations
to fetch the data about products, and a Web page
generation and display using these results.
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Fig. 1. Performance and cost parameters from [1] over different micro-tasks.

3. T3/T4: Finding and displaying user or product information – T3 version of this transaction assumes that a
cloud DB only stores information about a ﬁle storing
user/product details, and a download operation from
cloud storage is needed to fetch these details, followed by Web page generation and display to user.
Transaction T4 assumes that user/product details
are small enough to be kept in the cloud DB.
4. T5: Secure sign on – this transaction uses a sign/verify
operation to verify a user’s identity and set up a
browser cookie.

5. T6/T7: Finding user information and displaying it
securely – these transactions include a T3/T4 transaction to obtain user information and an additional
encryption (AES) to securely display it.
6. T8: Processing and logging a purchase order – this
transaction encrypts user input, stores this information in a cloud DB, and displays a conﬁrmation
page.
7. T9: Making a move in an online game and logging it –
this transaction runs three micro-tasks in parallel.
First, the new game screen is rendered to the user.
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Fig. 2. Transactions we consider in our evaluation.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Second, information about user moves and position
is stored in a cloud DB. Third, some game log entries
are generated and stored in a cloud storage.
T10/T11: Downloading or uploading a large ﬁle – this
transaction uploads/downloads a 10 MB ﬁle to/from
cloud storage.
T12/T13: Securely uploading/downloading ﬁles – these
transactions encrypt/decrypt a ﬁle the user wants to
upload/download and perform the desired operation
with cloud storage.
T14/T15: Securely uploading/downloading multimedia
ﬁles – these transactions encrypt/decrypt a ﬁle the
user wants to upload/download, run MPEG encoding/decoding, and perform the desired operation
with cloud storage.
T16: Data/code uploading – this transaction is used at
the start of a scientiﬁc computation. It loads large
code/data from the user into memory, stores some
information about it in a cloud DB, writes it to a local
disk (for fast future computation), and stores it in
cloud storage for resiliency.
T17: Running a job/store intermediate results – this
transaction runs one map/reduce cycle. In one
branch it reads from a local disk and performs some
calculation (e.g., Monte Carlo simulation). In the
other two parallel branches, it stores some intermediate result into cloud storage and may also log
some information into cloud DB.
T18: Storing ﬁnal result – this transaction is run at the
end of a scientiﬁc computation. It stores the ﬁnal
result into cloud storage and may log some information about the job status in a cloud DB.

We then assemble workﬂows of ﬁve typical cloud
applications out of our transactions as follows:

1. An e-business site (ebus), such as Amazon [15], has
transactions T1, T2, T3, T5, T6, and T8.
2. An online gaming site (game), such as World of
Warcraft Online [16], has transactions T1, T5, T6,
and T9.
3. A ﬁle storage site (storage), such as Dropbox [17],
has transactions T1, T5, T7, and T12/T13.
4. A multimedia storage/sharing site (multimed), such
as YouTube [18], has transactions T1, T2, T4, T5, T7,
and T14/T15.
5. A scientiﬁc computation site (sci comp), such as
Penguin Computing [19], has transactions T1, T5,
T7, T11, T16, T17, and T18.
In a real cloud computing application, some users may
repeat some transactions, skip some transactions, or perform transactions in a different order. Thus, an application
may have a number of workﬂows that need to be evaluated
to ﬁnd the best set of resources for them. The ﬁnal set of
resources would then be a union of the resources found
for each workﬂow. In our evaluation we use only one
workﬂow per application.
A real application may further perform some of our
modeled tasks differently. For example, a small e-business
site may decide to host its DB locally on a disk of a computation machine, thus, replacing the query and get microtasks from some transactions with a memory or I/O read.
Or a scientiﬁc computing site may decide to encrypt all
user communication, adding a AES micro-task to transactions T16–T18. While we cannot claim that our workﬂows
match some of the popular cloud applications exactly, we
believe that they are reasonably close, such that our conclusions hold in a variety of real cloud use scenarios.
Further, a real application may choose to combine or
pipeline some micro-tasks (e.g., an e-business site may
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store encrypted user information so it can be served
faster), or it may start encrypting the proﬁle information
in parallel with signature veriﬁcation. Thus, the transaction
times we use in an evaluation are really an upper bound on
the time it would take to perform a given transaction on a
given set of cloud resources.
Finally, an application developer may use a cloud solution for storage and/or DB, or he/she may decide to write
his/her own distributed storage or database implementation. In our evaluation, we consider all of these possibilities. We start with the application workﬂows as
described above, which all have a combination of computation, DB and storage tasks. We then convert storage
and/or DB tasks into I/O and memory access respectively
to evaluate alternative workﬂows where the developer
implements his/her own solution instead of using the
one offered by the cloud.
We deﬁne the time to complete a transaction as the
highest sum of times to complete each of micro-tasks over
the serial paths in the transaction:
msp
X
T transaction ¼ max ðt i þ ki  T ic Þ
sp

ð1Þ

i¼0

where msp is the number of micro-tasks in each serial
path sp; ti is the time needed for each micro-task on the
given cloud resource class for the given cloud provider,
T ic is the round-trip time between two clouds, and ki is
1 whenever there is a transition between resources offered by different providers, either within a transaction
or between two transactions. For example, if we had a
workﬂow consisting of T2 and T5, and if we selected
B5 and A1 for T2 and C1 for T5, then T ic would be
added twice to the time needed for T2 – once for the
‘‘B5-to-A1’’ transition, and once for the ‘‘A1-to-C1’’
transition.
An application needs some set of resources for the micro-tasks. Most resources have a ﬂat-rate cost, and some
resources have the added cost per use. Computation resources only incur a ﬂat-rate cost. DB service has the ﬂatrate cost plus the usage cost that is charged per transaction. Storage service has the ﬂat-rate cost plus the cost that
depends on how much storage is being used. Additionally,
multi-cloud resource allocations will pay the data transfer
cost for any communication between clouds. We take all
these factors into account when we calculate the total cost
for allocating compute, DB, and storage resources. We assume that we calculate this cost for one month, and we assume some number of DB transactions and some amount
of data stored in cloud storage for that month. We do not
directly include data transfer cost in our cost calculations.
Instead, we calculate monthly savings between the best
multi-cloud allocation and the best single-cloud allocation,
and we then calculate the maximum amount of data that
could be transferred between clouds for that amount of
money. In many cases, we believe that this amount of data
is much higher than cloud applications would transfer today between various resources in one month, thus making
multi-cloud allocation a better choice than allocation on
any single cloud.

3.2.2. Resource allocation goal
We assume that an application provider has a time constraint for each transaction, which denotes the longest
transaction completion time that the application’s users
are willing to tolerate. Each class of cloud applications
has different priorities with regard to resource allocation
goals. Interactive services, such as search, strive to offer
fastest response to a user’s request, regardless of the cost
of the resources needed to meet this goal. These services
will have strict performance requirements for their resource allocation. Non-interactive services, such as highperformance computing, may be interested in a resource
allocation on cheaper machines, even if this prolongs the
time a user needs to wait for a response. In our evaluation,
we assume that the maximum allowable transaction completion times are the SLA constraints on the resource allocation problem. We then run our resource allocation
algorithm for several transaction completion targets, spanning a wide range of values. For each target, we identify an
allocation strategy that meets all of the SLA constraints and
comes at the lowest price.
3.2.3. Resource allocation
We formulate the resource allocation problem as the
problem of ﬁnding a set of resources for a given application
workﬂow that meets the set of SLA constraints and that
achieves the following:

min C total C;

ð2Þ

where C total is the total monthly cost for the computing
resources required to complete all of micro-tasks in
the workﬂow, C is 1 if 8 transaction 2 w; T transaction 6
SLAtransaction and 1 otherwise, w is the set of all transactions
in the application workﬂow, and T transaction is the completion time of transaction.
It may seem that simply selecting each service from a
provider with minimal cost will lead to the optimum resource allocation. However, there are additional constraints that make this problem non-linear. First, the time
for each transaction must meet its SLA constraint. Second,
we assume that a cloud application will only use one cloud
DB service for all its database micro-tasks, and, similarly, it
will only use one cloud storage service for all its storage
micro-tasks. This is a reasonable assumption as users tend
to allocate a large DB for cloud deployment, and the storage cost per data unit declines as more volume is used. This
constraint makes some resource combinations impossible,
further adding to the non-linearity of the problem we seek
to solve.
We ﬁnd the best resource allocation in the following
manner. First, we compute all possible resource allocations
for each transaction that meet their respective SLA constraints. Then, we order these solutions by cost within each
transaction. We start building the ﬁnal allocation by
exhaustively combining allocations for each transaction
which also meet our one-DB/one-storage constraint. This
exhaustive search progresses from the cheapest to the
most expensive solution and stops as soon as we ﬁnd a viable solution that meets all of the constraints.
Although our approach is based on an exhaustive
search, the algorithm ﬁnds the solution fairly quickly,
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because the different compute, DB, and storage machine
types, as currently advertised by the cloud providers, is a
ﬁnite set. In addition, because we used real data measurements taken from [1], our work is not based entirely on
simulation results but incorporates the empirical measurement information.

Table 1
Scenario 1: Evaluation results (total monthly cost in dollars) with compute,
cloud DB and cloud storage services (Provider C is not available as a single
provider).
Application

min + 0.5 s

min + 1 s

min + 2 s

ebus

Cost1MC = 2231
Cost2MC = 2933
Cost3MC = 8963
Cost1A = 4524
Cost2A = 5298
Cost3A = 12,198

Cost 1MC = 2231
Cost 2MC = 2933
Cost 3MC = 8963
Cost 1A =4279
Cost 2A = 5053
Cost 3A = 11,953

Cost1MC = 2231
Cost2MC = 2231
Cost3MC = 8963
Cost1A = 3545
Cost2A = 4319
Cost3A = 11,219

game

Cost1MC = 2069
Cost2MC = 2762
Cost3MC = 8792
Cost1A = 4034
Cost2A = 4808
Cost3A = 11,708

Cost 1MC = 2069
Cost 2MC = 2762
Cost 3MC = 8792
Cost 1A =3789
Cost 2A = 4563
Cost 3A = 11,463

Cost1MC = 2069
Cost2MC = 2762
Cost3MC = 8792
Cost1A = 3361
Cost2A = 4135
Cost3A = 11,035

storage

Cost1MC = 2322
Cost2MC = 3096
Cost3MC = 9996
Cost1A = 3300
Cost2A = 4073
Cost3A = 10,973

Cost 1MC = 2322
Cost 2MC = 3096
Cost 3MC = 9996
Cost 1A = 3300
Cost 2A = 4073
Cost 3A = 10,973

Cost1MC = 2307
Cost2MC = 2899
Cost3MC = 8497
Cost1B = 2933
Cost2B = 3707
Cost3B = 10,607

multimed

Cost1MC = 2518
Cost2MC = 3301
Cost3MC = 10,201
Cost1A = 5993
Cost2A = 6767
Cost3A = 13,667

Cost 1MC = 2518
Cost 2MC = 3301
Cost 3MC = 10,201
Cost 1A = 4769
Cost 2A = 5543
Cost 3A = 12,443

Cost1MC = 2502
Cost2MC = 3104
Cost3MC = 8702
Cost1A = 4218
Cost2A = 4992
Cost3A = 11,892

sci comp

Cost1MC = 2409
Cost2MC = 3183
Cost3MC = 10201
A cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 2387
Cost 2MC = 3161
Cost 3MC = 10201
Cost 1A = 4830
Cost 2A = 5604
Cost 3A = 12,504

Cost1MC = 2387
Cost2MC = 3161
Cost3MC = 8702
Cost1A = 4218
Cost2A = 4992
Cost3A = 11,892

4. Evaluation
In our evaluation, we use the application workﬂows as
deﬁned in Section 3.2.1. We consider four different scenarios, which depend on how the user applications are distributed and deployed over separate compute, DB, and storage
services. The ﬁrst scenario assumes cloud applications use
compute, cloud DB, and cloud storage services. Typically,
this scenario is desirable when application providers want
to clearly separate compute, DB, and storage tasks, e.g., for
reliability. For example, managing and storing user session
data in a separate DB and storage from the Web server ensures that rebooting a Web server would not disrupt current user sessions. The second scenario is when cloud
applications are deployed over compute and cloud storage
services only, and DB tasks are run on compute machines.
This scenario applies when application providers want to
simultaneously manage compute and DB functions for faster access, while storing data in dedicated cloud storage
service for fault tolerance. The third scenario assumes
cloud applications use compute and cloud DB services
only, and storage tasks are managed on compute machines.
This scenario applies when application providers want to
have fast access to stored data and can implement good
solutions for fault tolerance themselves, and they want to
use cloud DB services for more complex relational DB operations or for dedicated and faster (key, value) pair lookup.
The fourth scenario assumes cloud applications use only
compute machines for computation, DB, and storage tasks
for fast access, both to database information and to stored
data. This scenario applies to applications with small user
base and simple operations.
4.1. Evaluation details
For each scenario, we evaluate e-business, game, storage, multimedia, and scientiﬁc computing workloads as
described in Section 3.2.1. For each transaction in a workﬂow, we calculate the minimum time needed to complete
it using data from Fig. 1. We then use the following three
SLA constraints: (1) minimum + 0.5 s, (2) minimum + 1 s
and (3) minimum + 2 s.
Our results are shown in Tables 1–3. Each table shows
the best allocation (all SLA constraints are met at the lowest price) for each target, the best single-cloud allocation
for each target, and the monthly cost of each test case.
We also show which allocation scenarios manage to produce a solution that satisﬁes the SLA constraints. Since
the monthly costs and savings depend on the number of
DB transactions and the amount of cloud storage used in
a month, we show these for the following combinations
of parameters: (1) 100 K DB transactions and 1 TB of cloud
storage (light load), (2) 1000 K DB transactions and 10 TB

of cloud storage (medium load), and (3) 1000 K DB transactions and 100 TB of cloud storage (heavy load). We assume
the round-trip time between clouds is T ic ¼ 100 ms which
is added in the completion time simulation for multicloud. In reality, large clouds are heavily geographically
distributed, and the inter-cloud round-trip time should often be lower than 100 ms.
Scenario 1: Table 1 shows the detailed cost of the best
multi-cloud allocation, and the best single-cloud allocations for all three sets of SLA constraints. In Table 1,
Costab denotes the total monthly operating cost of load a
where 1 is the light, 2 is the medium and 3 is the heavy
load, and b 2 {MC (multi-cloud), A, B, C}.
In this scenario, multi-cloud allocations always have
the lower cost than the best single-cloud allocation for
all considered cloud applications. Multi-cloud allocations
achieve a net-cost savings of $970–3400 per month
compared to single-provider allocations. For many of the
SLA constraints and application workﬂows, only allocations on Provider A produce a viable single-cloud solution.
Provider B’s computation performance is so low for some
micro-tasks that it does not even satisfy the relaxed
‘‘min + 2 s’’ constraint. Also, Provider C does not offer DB
services, and thus cannot produce viable single-cloud
solutions in this scenario. In the scientiﬁc computing case,
only the multi-cloud allocation provides a viable solution,
even with additional inter-cloud delay. Hence, we can
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Table 2
Scenario 2: Evaluation results (total monthly cost in dollars) with compute and cloud storage services.
Application

min + 0.5 s

min + 1 s

min + 2 s

ebus

Cost 1MC = 2066
Cost 2MC = 2750
Cost 3MC = 8780
Cost 1A = 4944
Cost 2A = 5709
Cost 3A = 12,609
Cost 1C = 2315
Cost 2C = 2899
Cost 3C = 8496

Cost1MC = 2066
Cost2MC = 2750
Cost3MC = 8780
Cost1A = 4454
Cost2A = 5219
Cost3A = 12,119
Cost1C = 2315
Cost2C = 2899
Cost3C = 8496

Cost 1MC = 2066
Cost 2MC = 2750
Cost 3MC = 8780
Cost 1A = 3906
Cost 2A = 4669
Cost 3A = 11,569
Cost 1C = 2315
Cost 2C = 2899
Cost 3C = 8496

game

Cost 1MC = 2002
Cost 2MC = 2686
Cost 3MC = 8716
Cost 1A = 4026
Cost 2A = 4791
Cost 3A = 11,691
Cost 1C = 2250
Cost 2C = 2834
Cost 3C = 8432

Cost1MC = 2002
Cost2MC = 2686
Cost3MC = 8716
Cost1A = 3781
Cost2A = 4546
Cost3A = 11,446
Cost1C = 2250
Cost2C = 2834
Cost3C = 8432

Cost 1MC = 2002
Cost 2MC = 2686
Cost 3MC = 8716
Cost 1A = 3353
Cost 2A = 4118
Cost 3A = 11,018
Cost 1C = 2250
Cost 2C = 2834
Cost 3C = 8432

storage

Cost 1MC = 2244
Cost 2MC = 3009
Cost 3MC = 9909
Cost 1A = 3230
Cost 2A = 3995
Cost 3A = 10,895
C cannot achieve

Cost1MC = 2244
Cost2MC = 3009
Cost3MC = 9909
Cost1A = 3230
Cost2A = 3995
Cost3A = 10,895
C cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 2229
Cost 2MC = 2812
Cost 3MC = 8410
Cost 1A = 2863
Cost 2A = 3628
Cost 3A = 10,528
Cost 1C = 2229
Cost 2C = 2812
Cost 3C = 8410

multimed

Cost 1MC = 2341
Cost 2MC = 3106
Cost 3MC = 10,027
Cost 1A = 6107
Cost 2A = 6872
Cost 3A = 13,772
C cannot achieve

Cost1MC = 2341
Cost2MC = 3106
Cost3MC = 10,006
Cost1A = 4883
Cost2A = 5648
Cost3A = 12,548
C cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 2326
Cost 2MC = 2909
Cost 3MC = 10,006
Cost 1A = 4332
Cost 2A = 5907
Cost 3A = 11,997
Cost 1C = 2326
Cost 2C = 2909
Cost 3C = 8507

sci comp

Cost 1MC = 2363
Cost 2MC = 3128
Cost 3MC = 10,027
A cannot achieve

Cost1MC = 2341
Cost2MC = 3106
Cost3MC = 10,006
Cost1A = 4944
Cost2A = 5709
Cost3A = 12,609
C cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 2341
Cost 2MC = 3106
Cost 3MC = 10,006
Cost 1A = 4332
Cost 2A = 5097
Cost 3A = 11,997
Cost 1C = 2326
Cost 2C = 2909
Cost 3C = 8507

C cannot achieve

clearly observe the beneﬁts of multi-cloud allocation. It
not only provides savings in terms of net cost, but it is
also able to meet the stringent completion time requirements for complex cloud applications by combining the
best machines from multiple public cloud providers.
In ebus and game cases, 20–50% of relative operational
cost savings can be achieved with multi-cloud allocations
and 8–29% cost savings for the storage case compared to
the best single provider allocations. For each multimed
and sci comp case, 15–50% savings and 19–50% of operational cost savings can be achieved with multi-cloud based
on the simulation result in Table 1.
Scenario 2: We now examine the alternative implementation of workﬂows as deﬁned in Section 3.2.1, where
the database is implemented on computation resources,
instead of using a cloud DB solution. We replace each
query, get and put micro-task with the mem micro-task.

The time for the mem micro-task is calculated by taking
the time for the mem_small micro-task, which measures
access to 2 MB of data, and dividing it by 2,000. This
approximates the time to read or write 1 KB of data into
memory. We assume that all DB transactions transfer up
to 1 KB of data. All results are presented in Table 2.
In this scenario, for some application workloads and
some SLA constraints, multi-cloud allocation is either the
only one that produces a viable solution, or it produces a
much cheaper solution than single-cloud allocations. For
other application workloads and SLA constraints, however,
the best single-cloud allocation using Provider C is cheaper
or costs the same as the best multi-cloud allocation. For
example, for an e-business application, multi-cloud performs best for (1) 100 K DB transactions/1 TB (light load)
and (2) 1000 K DB transactions/10 TB storage (medium
load) yielding the relative cost savings from 5% to 50%
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Table 3
Scenario 3: Evaluation results (total monthly cost in dollars) with compute
and cloud DB services (Provider C is not available as a single provider).
Application

min + 0.5 s

min + 1 s

min + 2 s

ebus

Cost 1MC = 328
Cost 2MC = 346
Cost 3MC = 346
Cost 1A = 2456
Cost 2A = 2456
Cost 3A = 2456

Cost 1MC = 328
Cost 2MC = 346
Cost 3MC = 346
Cost 1A =2211
Cost 2A = 2220
Cost 3A = 2220

Cost1MC = 328
Cost2MC = 346
Cost3MC = 346
Cost1A = 1477
Cost2A = 1486
Cost3A = 1486

game

Cost 1MC = 165
Cost 2MC = 174
Cost 3MC = 174
Cost 1A = 1967
Cost 2A = 1976
Cost 3A = 1976

Cost 1MC = 165
Cost 2MC = 174
Cost 3MC = 174
Cost 1A =1722
Cost 2A = 1731
Cost 3A = 1731

Cost1MC = 165
Cost2MC = 174
Cost3MC = 174
Cost1A = 1293
Cost2A = 1302
Cost3A = 1302

storage

Cost 1MC = 154
Cost 2MC = 163
Cost 3MC = 163
Cost 1A = 1232
Cost 2A = 1241
Cost 3A = 1241

Cost 1MC = 154
Cost 2MC = 163
Cost 3MC = 163
Cost 1A = 1232
Cost 2A = 1241
Cost 3A = 1241

Cost1MC = 154
Cost2MC = 163
Cost3MC = 163
Cost1B = 865
Cost2B = 874
Cost3B = 874

multimed

Cost 1MC = 349
Cost 2MC = 367
Cost 3MC = 367
A cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 349
Cost 2MC = 367
Cost 3MC = 367
Cost 1A = 3191
Cost 2A = 3191
Cost 3A = 3191

Cost1MC = 349
Cost2MC = 367
Cost3MC = 367
Cost1A = 2150
Cost2A = 2159
Cost3A = 2159

sci comp

Cost 1MC = 251
Cost 2MC = 260
Cost 3MC = 260
A cannot achieve

Cost 1MC = 240
Cost 2MC = 249
Cost 3MC = 249
Cost 1A = 2885
Cost 2A = 2894
Cost 3A = 2894

Cost1MC = 240
Cost2MC = 249
Cost3MC = 249
Cost1A = 2273
Cost2A = 2282
Cost3A = 2282

compared to Provider C. As we can see from Table 2,
Cost1MC and Cost2MC are the lowest across all SLAs. However, Provider C’s cost, Cost3C , is the best for (3) 1000 K
DB transactions and 100 TB storage (heavy load) with 3–
4% cost savings over Multi-Cloud approach. Therefore, we
can clearly observe the trade-off between SLA and cost
among offered services from different providers for various
types of applications. In all of the cases where single-cloud
allocation on cloud C outperforms a multi-cloud one, the
cost of using a cloud storage service is much higher than
the cost of using compute services and the SLA restrict is
not stringent, and this dominates the overall application
deployment cost. Therefore, we can conclude that for
applications that require large storage space, a single-provider allocation may be cheaper than a multi-cloud allocation. This is especially true for the scientiﬁc computing
case, which utilizes tightly-coupled heavy storage and
compute resources, and does not have stringent task completion requirements.
Scenario 3: Next, we examine the alternative implementation of workﬂows as deﬁned in Section 3.2.1, where
the storage is implemented on computation resources, instead of using a dedicated cloud storage solution. We replace each st_1KB_up/st_1KB_down micro-task with the
io_1KB micro-task, and we replace each st_10MB_up/
st_10MB_down micro-task with the io_10MB micro-task.
The time for the io_1KB micro-task is calculated by
taking the maximum of the io_read, io_write and
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io_readwrite micro-tasks, which measure the transfer
of 100 MB of data, and dividing it by 100,000. Similarly,
the time for the io_10MB micro-task is calculated by
taking the maximum of the io_read, io_write and
io_readwrite micro-tasks, which measure the transfer
of 100 MB of data, and dividing it by 10. All of the results
are presented in the table.
In this scenario, multi-cloud allocations provide signiﬁcant cost savings for all test cases over all SLAs. The savings
range from $700 to $2800 per month. In the multi-media
and scientiﬁc computing cases, the only viable solution is
the multi-cloud one. Often, the resulting resource allocation chooses the best compute machines from C and DB
services from A. This scenario clearly demonstrates the
beneﬁts of the multi-cloud approach where the best resources are pooled from multiple providers – the obtained
performance is potentially better, and the overall cost is
clearly substantially cheaper. In particular, in all cases,
Multi-Cloud approach provides 80–91% relative cost savings over the best single Provider A as shown in Table 3.
Scenario 4: Finally, we examine the alternative implementation of workﬂows as deﬁned in Section 3.2.1, where
both DB and storage solutions are implemented on compute resources. We replace each query, get and put micro-task with the mem micro-task, each st_1KB_up/
st_1KB_down micro-task with the io_1KB micro-task,
and each st_10MB_up/st_10MB_down micro-task with
the io_10MB micro-task. In this scenario, the best solution
is always the single-cloud one, regardless of the application workload and SLA constraints. This is because Provider
C offers the fastest compute machines at the lowest price.
Our algorithm chooses all of resources from Provider C.
Even where a micro-task’s completion time differs between providers, the difference is not large enough to warrant the added inter-cloud delay that a multi-cloud
solution would bring. Therefore, if application needs to
be deployed using only compute services, it pays off to stay
with a single provider.
4.2. Inter-cloud data trafﬁc
In the current cloud trafﬁc pricing model, users pay for
egress data trafﬁc from a public cloud per bandwidth
usage, but ingress trafﬁc to a cloud is free. For the multicloud allocations proposed in this paper, an application
provider would beneﬁt from cheaper resources but would
need to pay the cost for inter-cloud data transfer each time
data goes between different public clouds. In this section,
we quantify the allowable minimum and maximum inter-cloud trafﬁc that could be supported with the cost savings achieved from the multi-cloud allocation. Using
published prices for egress data transfer [20–22], we estimate the minimum and maximum inter-cloud data transfer budget by taking the difference between the best cost of
a single provider and the cost of multi-cloud allocations,
and translating into an allowable extra network trafﬁc in
TB. This is the ‘‘break-even’’ amount of trafﬁc. Anything
less would still result in some cost savings for the application provider, while anything more would mean that the
application provider needs to pay more for a multi-cloud
allocation than if they hosted their application on a single
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Fig. 3. Allowable extra data trafﬁc in TB per month between multi-cloud and the best single provider for (a) compute, storage, and DB solution, (b) compute
and storage solution, and (c) compute and DB solution.

cloud. The minimum and maximum amount of this ‘‘breakeven’’ inter-cloud data that can be transferred in a month is
shown in Fig. 3 for the Scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Since there is
no advantage to using multi-cloud resource allocation over
single-cloud allocation in Scenario 4, we do not show it in
this ﬁgure.
We observe that the ‘‘break-even’’ amount of trafﬁc is
signiﬁcant in Scenarios 1 and 3, across all tested cloud
applications. This is because these two Scenarios use
compute and DB services, where there is a signiﬁcant difference in performance and price between Providers A
(best for DB, poor for compute) and C (best for compute,
no DB services available). We expect that realistic cloud
applications would easily transfer less than this ‘‘breakeven’’ amount of trafﬁc between their components in a
month, making the multi-cloud resource allocation a
proﬁtable choice for application providers. On the other
hand, in Scenario 2, the ‘‘break-even’’ amount of trafﬁc
is signiﬁcant only for the highest workload in multimed,
storage and sci comp applications. These are the applications that heavily use storage service, transferring large
blobs, which dominates the allocation cost. Since storage
services are similarly priced between providers, gains of
multi-cloud allocation are evident only when storage
use is large, exposing the price differences. Again, we expect that for realistic cloud applications which provide
cloud storage, multimedia or scientiﬁc computing services, the gains of the multi-cloud resource allocation

would be more than sufﬁcient to cover the cost of inter-cloud data transfer.

5. Conclusion
With increased differentiation in cloud providers’ service offers, allocation of application components on multiple clouds becomes an attractive option. Our evaluation
shows that such allocation provides signiﬁcant cost savings over single-cloud allocations in a variety of realistic
cloud use scenarios. While multi-cloud allocation carries
additional delay and cost due to inter-cloud communication, its performance gains and cost savings are still significant. In particular, we have observed that the cost beneﬁt
of multi-cloud is substantial when applications are deployed over separate and dedicated compute, DB, and storage services.
Further, application providers may have different priorities – some may want to minimize task completion time
at any cost (e.g., a search service), while others may want
to minimize the cost and accept higher service delays
(e.g., an image processing or a genome sequencing service).
In mobile cloud applications, compute/storage intensive
tasks can be ofﬂoaded to mobile devices instead of to a
cloud infrastructure if bandwidth is very limited. Our
proposed framework is general and can be applied to multiple optimization goals. Our allocation algorithm exposes
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sufﬁcient information to let application providers ﬁnd
their own ‘‘sweet spot’’ in the price/performance trade-off.
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